OH SHENANDOAH
Unison, opt. Two-Part, accompanied

Early American Folk Song
Arranged by
RUTH ELAINE SCHRAM

Expressively, somewhat freely \( \frac{\text{j}}{\text{=.ca.66}} \)

Shen-an-do', I long to see you, away, you rolling
Oh Shenando' I long to see you, a-
way, I'm bound a-way 'cross the wide Missou-
ri.
Oh Shenando' I long to
hear you, away, you rolling river. Oh

hear you, away, away, you rolling river. Oh

Shenando', I long to hear you, away, I'm bound a-

Shenando', I long to hear you, far away,

way, 'cross the wide Missouri.

bound away, 'cross the wide Missouri.
Oh

Shenando', Shenando', bound to

away, you rolling

leave you, far, far away, you rolling
rivar._er._    Oh Shen_ando:'

rivar._er._    Oh Shen_ando', Shen_ando.'

I'm bound to leave you, a-
do:', I'm bound to leave you, far a-

way, I'm bound a-way, 'cross the wide Mis-sou-
way, bound a-way, 'cross the wide Mis-sou-
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Oh Shen-ando',

49 rit.
I'm bound away.

50 fade away

Shenando', I'm bound away.